


competitor Fissler

Perfect every time.
As one of the most prestigious brands that share the hallmark of excellence as is “Made in Germany”, Fissler enjoys a worldwide reputation as 
a manufacturer of the very finest of cookware. In line with its brand claim “Perfect every time”, this company, with its long history and tradition, 
appeals to anyone who truly enjoys cooking. Whether you are preparing for a pleasant evening with friends or want to surprise the family with 
a new dish – the experience itself is important, the sensual pleasure of simmering, sautéing, stirring and seasoning. For all of these special 
moments, Fissler has just the right cooking tools for anyone who is passionate about cooking.

Each Fissler product is made from the highest quality materials, including German 18/10 hygienic stainless steel, and is subject to a certified 
quality control system. These materials, coupled with precision German engineering and unique features, ensure that Fissler products offer a 
lifetime of satisfaction.

Our broad spectrum of products and designs is so extensive that it is certain to satisfy the needs and taste of each and every cook – from 
beginner to professional, from home cook to hobby chef, we offer the right cookware for all needs.

Quality.

Innovation.
Fissler is renowned for setting standards and launching new cooking trends. Countless international partners, registered designs and awards 
demonstrate the company's impressive performance. Fissler's innovations have revolutionized the world of cooking.

FISSLER | ABOUT

For the perfect pot, the pot body and base, lid and
handle make all the difference.

Base:

The flour test:

Pot Body:

It is essential for a good pot to be heavy and durable. The thickness 

of the walls and the height of the pot distinguish a cheap pot from 

a superior one.

Place flour evenly over the base of your pot and turn on the heat. If 

the base does not distribute the heat properly, the flour does not 

brown evenly - it may even burn in some places. In contrast, the 

flower in the Fissler pot (on the right) is evenly browned from the 

centre to the edge - this is particularly important when preparing 

sauces and puddings.

A thick base with an enclosed aluminium core ensures optimal 

heat absorption, distribution and retention. The pot base must 

always lie perfectly flat on the burner, to save time and energy 

when cooking.

competitor Fissler A cross-section of the base 
reveals the true quality. The 
Fissler pot has an evenly thick 
base with no air locks.

For all Fissler stainless steel pots, 
layers of the base are bonded 
by an impact off 1500 tons of 
pressure creating one single 
piece.

With Fissler’s stainless steel pots, 
hot spots will not form on the 
base of the pots.
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FISSLER | POTS

The tightly closing lid keeps 
heat and liquid in the pot - for 

energy efficient cooking.

The extra wide pouring rim 
ensures east and safe 
pouring of soups or sauces - 
without dripping.

Large handles are easy to 
grasp and do not become 

hot on the stove top.

an extra thick base with an 
aluminium core ensures 

optimal heat distribution and 
retention.

Pay attention to the details.
A good pot is characterised by it’s heavy, durable material. Stainless steel is especially hygienic and easy 

to clean and is dishwasher safe.

Lid:

It is important for the lid to close tightly. This keeps the heat and liquid 

in the pot, thus protecting the aroma and saving energy.

Some lids - like those of the Fissler 

original-profi collection - are 

concave, that is, arched towards 

the inside. When the rising steam 

collects on the inside of the lid, it 

condenses and drips right back 

onto the food, making it even 

tastier and juicier.

Handles:

No matter if the handles are made of stainless steel or plastic, it is 

important for them to be firmly attached to the pot body and be 

comfortable to grasp.

can be used in the oven and 

are dishwasher safe.

Stainless steel handles

Flat stainless steel lids can 
a l s o  b e  u s e d  t o  t u r n 
pancakes.

Glass lids allow you to keep 
an eye on the food as it cooks.

A heat shield keeps the stay-
cool handles from heating up 
when used on an electric 
stove.

Plastic handles keep hands 
from burning and can be 
used in an oven up to a 
maximum of 180°C, ideal for 
cooking at low temperatures.
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FISSLER | ORIGINAL PROFI - COLLECTION

original-profi collection® 

High quality. Versatile. Impeccable.
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41911
5 Piece Set

Original-Profi Set

1

1

Ÿ Stew pot 2Ltr - 160mm:D
Ÿ Stew pot 3.9Ltr - 200mm:D
Ÿ Stew pot 6.3Ltr - 240mm:D
Ÿ Casserole 2.6Ltr - 200mm:D
Ÿ Sauce Pan without Lid 1.4Ltr 160mm:D



FISSLER | ORIGINAL-PROFI COLLECTION

handles are easy to grasp and do not get hot 
during normal use on a stove.

The large, comfortable stay-cool metal The extra heavy and tightly closing lid is ideal 
for energy-saving cooking. It keeps the heat 
in the pot and ensures that all the flavor of the 
food gets sealed in.

The integrated measuring scale is practical 
for measuring l iquids and makes an 
additional measuring cup redundant.

The special condensate-plus curvature in 
the lid lets the water drip from the center of 
the lid right onto the food, making it tastier 
and juicier. In addition, ice cubes placed on 
the center of the l id accelerate the 
condensation process to create even juicier 
meals.

The extra wide rim ensures easy and safe 
pouring of sauces or soups – without dripping.

The energy-saving 8mm cookstar all-stove 
base can be used on all kinds of stoves, even 
induction, and ensures optimal heat 
absorption, distribution and retention.

Originally developed by professionals for professionals, the Fissler original-profi collection® is the 

perfect cooking equipment for everyone who values uncompromising quality, attractive design and 

superior functions. It is a design classic made from hygienic 18/10 stainless steel which makes it an 

extremely durable cookware “Made in Germany”. The matt-finished surface resists water spots, staining 

and scratching. All items are oven proof and dishwasher-safe.

Cooking with the pros.
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luno® 

Creative. Versatile. Inspiring.

FISSLER |LUNO 

240

Ÿ Stew pot 2.8Ltr - 200mm:D
Ÿ Stew pot 4.9Ltr - 240mm:D

Ÿ Stew pot 2Ltr - 180mm:D 

Ÿ Saucepan without lid 2Ltr - 180mm:D

Luno Set

1

1

41899
4 Piece Set



FISSLER | LUNO

Simply safe: The stainless steel 
handles with Integrated heat 
buffers ensure that the handles 
remain at a comfortable
temperature.

prevents food from sticking. Ideal for gently 
cooking delicate dishes such as fish, 
mushrooms, risottos and cheese sauces.

The high-quality protectal-plus coating The integrated measuring scale is practical 
for measuring l iquids and makes an 
additional measuring cup redundant.

The gently rounded transition between base 
and wall of the pot facilitates perfect stirring.

The energy-saving 8mm cookstar all-stove 
base can be used on all kinds of stoves,
even induction, and ensures optimal heat
absorption, distribution and retention.

The special condensate-plus curvature in 
the lid allows for cooking the food in its natural 
juices – for even tastier results.

Following its recent launch, Fissler luno® turns out to be the perfect complement to the sophisticated 

kitchen – and not just for its attractive looks. This modern cooking line will encourage professionals and 

newcomers alike to embark on culinary adventures. The abrasion-resistant nonstick coating easily 

prevents even the most delicate foods such as eggs, seafood, cheese and sauces, from sticking. At the 

same time, it makes washing-up a breeze. Thanks to planium, an innovative production method 

developed by Fissler, the heat is distributed quickly from the base to the rim, warming the food evenly. All 

items are oven proof up to 220 °C.

The art of cooking.
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viseo® 

Timeless. Classic. Pure

FISSLER | VISEO 

242

Viseo Set

1

1

Ÿ Stew pot 2.1Ltr - 160mm:D

Ÿ Casserole 2.4 Ltr - 200mm:D
Ÿ Stew pot 5.7Ltr - 240mm:D
Ÿ Stew pot 3.6Ltr - 200mm:D

41905
4 Piece Set

Viseo Saucepan without Lid

1

1

41918
1.4Ltr - 160mm:D



FISSLER | VISEO

With its clear lines and practical features, Fissler viseo® is perfect for young families and new cooks. 

The classic design allow this high quality cooking collection to match any decorating style and 

household. Viseo’s glass lids allow for energy-efficient full-view cooking, are hygienic and also energy 

efficient.  It goes without saying that all items are induction-compatible and oven proof up to180°C 

and are dishwasher-safe.

Stepping stone for future chefs.

The generous 18/10 stainless steel handles 
are comfortable to hold and ovenproof.

The practical pouring rim makes it easy and safe to pour 
sauces or soups – without dripping. The integrated 
measuring scale helps measuring liquids and makes an 
additional measuring cup redundant.

The oven proof up to 180 °C lid made of high-quality 
tempered glass allows you to keep an eye on the food as it 
cooks, thus saving energy.

The encapsulated superthermic 6mm base can be used 
on all kinds of stoves, even induction, and ensures optimal 
heat absorption,distribution and retention.
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Ÿ Stew pot 3.6Ltr - 200mm:D

Ÿ Casserole 2.4Ltr - 200mm:D
Ÿ Stew pot 5.7Ltr - 240mm:D

FISSLER | MUNICH

Munich Set 

1

1

42026
3 Piece Set
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FISSLER | PANS

Crispy Protect °SensoRed

A “Crispy” pan is perfect for fast frying 
at high temperatures - meat or 
poultry, for example.

A nonstick coated “Protect” pan is 
ideal for light, gentle frying and for all 
foods that tend to stick - eggs and 
fish, for example.

A Short Panology

For perfect frying, it is best to purchase two pans:

First, a “crispy” pan for fast frying at high temperatures, such as steaks or poultry.

Second, a nonstick sealed “protect” pan for easy, gentle frying of all foods that

 tend to stick, such as eggs or fish.
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The thermo-sensitive nonstick 
coating of the °SensoRed pan lets 
you know when the right frying time 
has been reached.

The ultimate frying system.



For quick browning or searing of foods such as meat or poultry, a pan that withstands 
high temperatures is essential. 

Made of stainless steel, Fissler “crispy” steelux pans can be heated to very high 
temperatures without warping and are perfectly stable on the stove.

Swift Searing.

Even heat distribution means that the meat will turn out all crispy on the outside and 
deliciously tender on the inside. Ideal for steak, poultry, duck breast and the like.

Crispy Steelux Premium Pan

1

1

Ÿ  Induction-compatible cookstar all-stove base
Ÿ Integrated measuring scale
Ÿ  Stainless steel stay-cool handle
Ÿ  Oven proof

Ÿ Novogrill frying surface for low-fat, crisp frying with grill effect

Crispy Steelux Comfort Pan

1

1

Ÿ  Induction-compatible superthermic base

Ÿ  Safety handle

Ÿ  Novogrill frying surface for low-fat, crisp frying with grill effect

Ÿ  Integrated measuring scale

41939
280mm:D

41938
240mm:D

41937
200mm:D

41936
280mm:D

41935
240mm:D

41934
200mm:D

FISSLER | CRISPY PANS

Frying right. Simply right.
The right pan for every dish.

Crispy Pans

Crispy Pans
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FISSLER | PROTECT PANS

Protect Alux Premium Pan 

1

1

Ÿ Induction-compatible cookstar all-stove base

Ÿ Safety handle

Ÿ Durable protectal-plus coating
Ÿ Integrated measuring scale

Protect Alux Classic Plus Pan

1

1

Ÿ Secural coating

Ÿ Safety handle

Ÿ Induction-compatible cookstar all-stove base

Ÿ Integrated measuring scale

The right coating for every task

Protect Range

Protect Range

nonstick coating

Guaranteed PFOA free.

PROTECTAL-PLUS

This specialised coating 
provides the best possible 
n o n s t i c k  e f f e c t  a n d 
enables frying without or 
with low use of fat. The 
protectal-plus coating is 
e x t r e m e l y  d u r a b l e , 
abrasion-resistant, and 
very easy to clean. 

nonstick coating

Guaranteed PFOA free.

Proven millions of times 
over, this standard coating 
is highly abrasion-resistant. 
It is robust, durable, and 
easy to clean.

SECURAL

41947
240mm:D

41948
280mm:D

41946
200mm:D

41941
240mm:D

41942
280mm:D

41940
200mm:D
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When it is heated, the entire frying surface changes to a darker uniform colour, this 

indicates that the ideal frying temperature has been reached. Ensuring that food to 

be fried is never placed in a pan that is too hot or too cold.

The pan automatically indicates the ideal temperature!

With its outstanding non-stick properties, the innovative coating provides an easy way 

to achieve perfectly fried food – and thus perfect enjoyment.

With the newly developed °SensoRed pans, the thermo-sensitive nonstick coating lets 

you know when the right cooking temperature has been reached.

FISSLER | SENSORED PANS°

°SensoRed Pan

41944
240mm:D

1

1

Ÿ Induction-compatible cookstar all-stove base

Ÿ  Ergonomic comfort handle
Ÿ Durable thermos-sensitive nonstick coating

41945
280mm:D

41943
200mm:D

Wait

Fry

°SensoRed – Frying finally made simple.
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Fine Protect Stacking Assistant

°SensoRed Wok Pan °SensoRed Crepe Pan

41891
2 Piece Set

42009
280mm:D

42008
280mm:D

1

1

1

1

1

1

This stacking assistant is the optimum protection for 
nonstick-coated pots and pans – so that you can stack 
your cookware without damaging it.
Easy to clean, dishwasher safe

Features:
With special wok shape for easy stir frying, induction-
compatible cooktar® all-stove base, durable thermo-
sensitive non-stick sealing and ergonomic comfort handle.

Features:
With induction-compatible cooktar® all-stove base, 
durable thermo-sensitive non-stick sealing.

Fits any 280mm & 240mm Frying pans

FISSLER | °SENSORED PANS & PAN ACCESSORIES

Tempered Glass Frypan Lid Comfort

1

1

41950
280mm:D

41949
240mm:D
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FISSLER | PRESSURE COOKERS

Innovative traffic light system 
that makes it easy to monitor 

the cooking process.
Operating button with locking 
display for safe handling.

Positioning aid to help put the 
lid in exactly the right spot.

Multi-functional control valve 
for simple operation

The conical shape allows 
stackable storage

Cookstar all-stove base for perfect 
heat absorption, distribution and 

retention. Suitable for all stove types.

Simply brilliant.

Cooking with pressure means minimum work and maximum advantage.

Fissler has re-interpreted the ingenious principle of cooking foods under pressure at high temperatures 

with it’s vitavit  pressure cookers. 

Advantage 1: Saving time

Cooking with a pressure cooker or a pressure skillet takes much less time than conventional cooking. This is because the high pressure that 
builds up in the tightly closed pressure cooker raises the boiling point of water. So you can cook at high temperatures of 110° to 116° - ideal 
for reducing the cooking time by as much as 70 percent!

Advantage 2: Serving more vitamins

As a result of the short cooking times and gentle cooking method, with the oxygen removed, the pressure cooker preserves more vitamins 
and minerals.

Since pressure cooking means short cooking times and the removal of oxygen, the original flavour of the foods and their natural colours are 
preserved to a much greater extent than conventional cooking. You can see and taste the results!

Advantage 3: Intense flavour

Advantage 4: Saving energy

Pressure cookers use energy much more efficiently than conventional pots. As a result of the shortened cooking times, energy consumption 
can easily be reduced by as much as 50%
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FISSLER | VITAQUICK

vitaquick® 

Healthy cooking
young and modern
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FISSLER | VITAQUICK

Fissler vitaquick® is so versatile that almost anything can be cooked in it – gently prepared vegetables, 

stewed meat, or aromatic rice. The pressure cooker is very popular for preparing baby food and is even 

induction-compatible. 

Removable handle: For easy cleaning.

Positioning aid:
For simple positioning of the lid. Allows you to see and hear whether the 

cooker is firmly locked.

Locking status:
With two markings, for gentle and speed 
settings.

Large indicator:

The encapsulated superthermic 6mm base can be used on all 
kinds of stoves, even induction, and ensures optimal heat 
absorption, distribution and retention.

Cooking fun included.
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FISSLER | VITAQUICK

Vitaquick Pressure Cooker

41953
· Without perforated insert or tripod - 260mm:D, 10Ltr

1

1

Vitaquick Pressure Cooker

41951
· Without perforated insert or tripod - 220mm:D, 6Ltr

1

1

Vitaquick Pressure Cooker

41952
· Without perforated insert or tripod - 260mm:D, 8Ltr

1

1

41982
220mm

Silicone Gasket
Spares Available

41983
260mm

Silicone Gasket
Spares Available

41983
260mm

Silicone Gasket
Spares Available
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Perforated Insert with Tripod

41956
260mm:D

1

1

Ÿ For gently steaming delicate food
Ÿ Compatible with vitavit and vitaquick 8Ltr & 10Ltr 

pressure cookers

FISSLER | PRESSURE COOKER ACCESSORIES

Perforated Insert with Tripod

41954
220mm:D

1

1

Ÿ For gently steaming delicate food
Ÿ Compatible with vitavit and vitaquick 6Ltr 

pressure cooker
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Unperforated Insert with Tripod

41957
260mm:D

1

1

Ÿ Compatible with vitavit and vitaquick 8Ltr & 10Ltr 
pressure cookers

Ÿ For preparing dishes with sauces or defrosting

Unperforated Insert with Tripod

41955
220mm:D

1

1

Ÿ Compatible with vitavit and vitaquick 6Ltr 
pressure cooker

Ÿ For preparing dishes with sauces or defrosting



FISSLER | ARCANA ROASTERS
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Arcana Roaster Round Red 

1

1

 Arcana Roaster Round Black 

42033
230mm:dia

42032
190mm:dia

1

1

Cast iron is an ideal material for even and gentle distribution of heat, ensuring that foods are cooked properly on all sides. 
The Fissler difference... cast iron nubs on the inside of the lid help to circulate moisture in the closed pot. This feature enables 
your food to cook in its own juice, guaranteeing that your dishes are moist and flavorful.

arcana is produced in France in the best tradition of cast iron.

The high-quality, scratch-resistant enamel exterior prevents the roaster from rusting and is easy to clean. Hot water and an 
ordinary household sponge are enough to retain the natural finish and cooking surface.

Cast iron products from Fissler have particularly smooth, thick bases and are ideal for all stove types, including induction.

Cast iron cookware is also ideally suited for cooking foods in the oven and the stainless steel lid handle is heat-resistant up to 
230 °C.

Cast iron nubs on inside of lid 



Stainless Steel Care 

41896
250ml

1

1

Ÿ Shines pots & pans
Ÿ Scratch-free cleaning & polishing

Ÿ Phosphate-free
Ÿ Safe to use on copper, brass & chrome

Ÿ Biodegradable

FISSLER | FINE CUT & CLEANER

Cut, spin-dry, mix – without electricity, in seconds!
With the finecut, you can cut fruits, vegetables or herbs in 
seconds, from coarse to fine. The number of times you 
activate the pull mechanism determines how fine the food 
will be cut. You can also use it to spin-dry herbs, mix soups 
and sauces, and keep foods fresh.

Fissler finecut – the little kitchen whizz.
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Fissler Finecut

41892
0.9Ltr

1

1

Ÿ Spin-dry herbs, mix soups & sauces
Ÿ Cuts fruit, vegetables or herbs in seconds


